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Java NIO explores the new I/O capabilities of version 1.4 in detail and shows you how to put these features to work to greatly improve the efficiency of the Java code you write. This compact volume examines the typical challenges that Java programmers face with I/O and shows you how to take advantage of the capabilities of the new I/O features. You'll learn how to put these tools to work using examples of common, real-world I/O problems and see how the new features have a direct impact on responsiveness, scalability, and reliability.

Because the NIO APIs supplement the I/O features of version 1.3, rather than replace them, you'll also learn when to use new APIs and when the older 1.3 I/O APIs are better suited to your particular application.

This book is about advanced input/output on the Java platform, specifically I/O using the Java 2 Standard Edition (J2SE) Software Development Kit (SDK), Version 1.4 and later. The 1.4 release of J2SE, code-named Merlin, contains significant new I/O capabilities that we'll explore in detail. These new I/O features are primarily collected in the java.nio package (and its subpackages) and have been dubbed New I/O (NIO). In this book, you'll see how to put these exciting new features to work to greatly improve the I/O efficiency of your Java applications.

Java has found its true home among Enterprise Applications (a slippery term if ever there was one), but until the 1.4 release of the J2SE SDK, Java has been at a disadvantage relative to natively compiled languages in the area of I/O. This weakness stems from Java's greatest strength: Write Once, Run Anywhere. The need for the illusion of a virtual machine, the JVM, means that compromises must be made to make all JVM deployment platforms look the same when running Java bytecode. This need for commonality across operating-system platforms has resulted, to some extent, in a least-common-denominator approach.
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The Art of Software TestingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	The classic, landmark work on software testing


	The hardware and software of computing have changed markedly inthe three decades since the first edition of The Art of SoftwareTesting, but this book's powerful underlying analysis has stoodthe test of time. Whereas most books on software testing targetparticular...
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Alfresco 3 Web Content ManagementPackt Publishing, 2010

	Alfresco provides a robust, easy to use, and scalable web content framework for managing multiple websites leveraging a common web infrastructure. If you are interested in configuring and building a new website quickly, determined to create a scalable infrastructure to stage multiple websites, and want to secure and control the content being...
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Making, Breaking Codes: Introduction to CryptologyPrentice Hall, 2001

	This book is an introduction to modern ideas in cryptology and how to employ
	these ideas. It includes the relevant material on number theory, probability, and
	abstract algebra, in addition to descriptions of ideas about algorithms and com
	plexity theory. Three somewhat different terms appear in the discussion of secure
	communications...
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Differential Diagnosis in Neurology and NeurosurgeryThieme Medical Publishers, 2000

	This pocket-sized Thieme flexibook offers quick, reliable clarification of a wide and often confusing array of presenting symptoms. The book provides vital diagnostic information in a convenient tabular format that leaves "no stone unturned" in considering the rarer possibilities, and is enormously helpful in achieving an accurate...
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Take Control of iPad Networking & SecurityO'Reilly, 2010

	The basics of networking an iPad are simple, but once you move beyond connecting to a simple home Wi-Fi network or using 3G data, you'll want to read networking expert Glenn Fleishman's discussion of how to integrate your iPad into more-complex networks and keep its data safe from prying eyes. Along...
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Online Consumer Psychology: Understanding and Influencing Consumer Behavior in the Virtual WorldLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2005
This volume contains edited versions of papers that were presented at the 2001 Advertising and Consumer Psychology Conference in Seattle, Washington. This annual conference was sponsored by the Society for Consumer Psychology (Division 23 of the American Psychological Association) with sponsorship assistance from Accenture Institute for Strategic...
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